CHAPTER 4 - IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES
CHAPTER OVERVIEW
This chapter documents improvement alternatives and the recommended development plan to satisfy the
facility requirements described in Chapter 3 for Rogue Valley International Medford Airport (MFR). A
description of the various factors, influences, concepts, and issues that will form the basis for the ultimate
plan and program is provided in the following sections:
Alternatives Approach
Airside Alternatives
Support Facilities Alternatives
Passenger Terminal Alternatives
Non-Aeronautical Facilities Alternatives
Auto Parking and Circulation Alternatives
Summary

ALTERNATIVES APPROACH
Alternatives are systematically evaluated so that a preferred alternative can be selected. The preferred
alternatives will make up the 20-year development plan for MFR. The process used to develop, evaluate,
refine, and select the preferred alternative and key considerations is described in the methodology.

METHODOLOGY
The alternatives will be developed and evaluated for meeting demand and facility requirement needs in
accordance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) design standards. The alternatives were evaluated
based on operational performance, construction feasibility, and environmental considerations. The
preferred alternative will reflect the results of the alternative evaluation, airport development goals, and best
planning practices.
The process of defining and evaluating alternatives is iterative, beginning with a comprehensive range of
possibilities. The possible alternatives are then refined based on evaluation criteria and MFR development
goals. The different functional areas of MFR may have unique screening criteria during evaluation that
reflect the appropriate purpose and considerations for each area.
The analysis of the alternatives follows these steps:
Compliance with FAA Design standards
Consideration of Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) line-of-sight
Assessment criteria and Level of Service (LOS) factors
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Operational capabilities and performance requirement benchmarks
Consideration of environmental impacts for runway Improvements
Consideration of airspace protection and land use compatibility
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation/ranking

elimination of alternatives

Alternative refinement
Selection of preferred alternative, which will go on the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) and Airport
Layout Plan (ALP).

AIRSIDE ALTERNATIVES
Airside alternatives address the needs identified in Chapter 3 Facility Requirements. This section explains
the analysis of the proposed runway improvements and the associated recommendations. The airside
improvements discussed include a runway extension, a parallel runway, taxiway improvements, and
facilities that support improved flight procedures such as airfield lighting and Navigational Aids (NAVAIDs).

RUNWAY IMPROVEMENTS
Runway layout influences the development of the other airport facilities because it determines where
taxiways need to go, and runway and taxiway design determines where buildings and aircraft parking areas
can be located. Changing of runway end locations may affect instrument procedures and noise patterns.
An objective of the alternatives process is to assess the potential for providing instrument procedures with
lower visibility and ceiling minimums. The reduction in minimums can help improve airport utilization and
air carrier reliability during inclement weather.

Runway Extension Analysis
A runway length analysis was performed in Chapter 3 Facility Requirements to determine if Runway
14/32 is long enough to accommodate the existing and future passenger, cargo, and general aviation
aircraft operations at MFR. The following runway lengths were recommended in Chapter 3.
Maintain Runway 14/32 at 8,800 feet long
Consider extending Runway 14/32 by up to 3,200 feet, to 12,000 feet long
Existing Runway 14/32 is long enough for aircraft to reach destinations in much of the continental United
States, except with the heaviest load on the hottest days. An extension of up to 12,000 feet total length
provides the Embraer 175 (E175) and the Boeing 737 MAX 8 (MAX 8) with additional range (Table 4-1:
The Airbus A320neo and the Airbus A321neo have the same range on both runway lengths considered
f at maximum takeoff weight without a runway extension. The results for
the E175 are not shown in the table because the additional range afforded by extension does not change
the destinations that are in range.
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Table 4-1:

MAX 8 Destination Range Analysis

Boeing 737 MAX 8
Runway Length (feet)
Maximum Range (NM)
Distance
Destination
(NM)
193
Portland (PDX)
286
San Francisco (SFO)
306
Seattle (SEA)
499
Salt Lake (SLC)
521
Las Vegas (LAS)
548
Los Angeles (LAX)
760
Mesa (AZA)
742
Phoenix (PHX)
837
Denver (DEN)
573
Orange County (SNA)
638
San Diego (SAN)
1,294
Minneapolis (MSP)
1,349
Dallas (DFW)
1,494
Anchorage (PANC)
1,549
Chicago (ORD)
2,123
Kahului (PHOG)
2,177
Orlando (MCO)
2,184
New York (JFK)
2,270
Boston (BOS)

84% Load Factor
8,800 Feet
12,000 Feet
2,300
3,100

100% Load Factor
8,800 Feet
12,000 Feet
1,500
2,300

Is the Destination Within Range?

The benefit of a runway extension is most apparent for the MAX 8 when the model load factor is increased
from 84 percent, the average departing load factor at MFR in 2019, to 100 percent, which represents a
completely full aircraft. At an 84 percent load factor, the MAX 8 has a range of 2,300 nautical miles and can
reach Hawaii, Mexico, and East Coast cities of New York and Boston using an 8,800-foot-long runway. At
a 100 percent load factor, the maximum range on an 8,800-foot-long runway is ,500 nautical miles, which
means that Hawaii and the East Coast are no longer in range.
Justification for a runway extension will require additional study beyond this Master Plan. Chapter 2
Demand Forecasts did not indicate that there were 500 or more aircraft that would benefit from a runway
extension in 2020. New routes and additional air service by larger aircraft may change this in the future;
therefore, an extension is presented for planning purposes to account for that possibility. Figure 4-1:
illustrates the runway length with parallel taxiway system, Runway Safety Area (RSA), Runway Object Free
Area (OFA) and Runway Protection Zone (RPZ).
Runway extension to the southeast was evaluated; however, constraints that included Highway 62, rising
terrain, and greater proximity to medium density residential housing areas made this approach less viable
than an extension to the northwest.
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A runway extension of 3,200 feet to the northwest has several challenges. These include the need to
relocate or close roadways, displace or cap drainages and wetlands, and relocate residential and
commercial properties. Buildings within the proposed OFA and RPZ would be removed or relocated. The
proposed runway crosses over Midway Creek and Upton Slough in several locations. The protected riparian
areas impacted by the design would have to be capped or displaced. Approximately 2,800 feet of Upton
Slough and 4,000 feet of Midway Creek would be affected. The riparian waterways identified are protected
areas by Medford Land Development Code, Sections 10.920 10.928. A runway extension also presents
these other potential impacts:
Roadways:
E Vilas Road (County plans to widen to four-lanes
Bateman Drive (two-lane road

1,250 feet impacted)

Table Rock Road (four-lane with center turn lane
Wilson Road (two-lane Road

1,700 feet impacted)

3,800 feet impacted

600 feet impacted)

Land acquisition (area within Building Restriction Line [BRL] and RPZ)
and 179 structures:

approximately 120 acres

58 industrial acres
18 residential acres
17 agricultural acres
4 forestry acres
23 other (right of way/road) acres
As evaluated in Chapter 3, the operational need to extend the runway is not justified due to the marginal
improvements in critical aircraft range, and range increase benefiting mostly one aircraft at maximum
capacity. While the extension of 3,200 feet increases the range for the E175, it does not put additional hub
airports in range of this aircraft.
Recommendation: Maintain Runway 14/32 at current length of 8,800 feet. Consider acquiring property to
facilitate a future extension if demand occurs.
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Parallel Runway 14L/32R
The 2013 MFR ALP shows a parallel runway east of existing Runway 14/32. This new parallel runway
would be Runway 14L/32R, and the existing runway would be renamed Runway 14R/32L. MFR intends to
preserve this space for the runway in planning documents to maintain land use protections should the
runway ever be needed. The three alternatives described hereafter are planning considerations to protect
for future airport development. The following conditions apply to all three parallel runway alternatives:
The design features a 700-foot separation between the runway centerlines to allow for simultaneous
takeoffs and landings under non precision approach conditions.
The 2013 Master Plan showed the parallel runway with precision approach capabilities. A precision
approach into the Runway 14L/32R would cause the RPZ of Runway End 32 to overlay the Crater
Lake Highway. FAA RPZ standards, enacted since 2013, may require threshold displacement or a
runway shift to address the roads in the RPZ. To avoid this, visibility minimums on Runway 14L/32R
are assumed to be not lower than one mile.
The future BRL is 495 feet east of 14L/32R.
The east side A3 taxiway is removed to eliminate a crossing in the middle third of the runways.
Property acquisition will be needed to provide the Airport with positive control over property within
the Runway Protection Zones (RPZ) and for taxiway development.
The east side development area contains these environmental considerations:

Coho Salmon critical habitat
Wetlands
Flood zones

Parallel Runway Alternative One
Alternative One is a C-III parallel runway that is 7,000 feet long and 100 feet wide. Alternative One is
supported by a Taxiway Design Group (TDG) 5 taxiway system to accommodate cargo and firefighting
aircraft such as the McDonnell Douglas DC-10, Antonov 124-100, and Boeing B747-400. These aircraft
use MFR as civilian contractors to the U.S. Forest Service and as cargo operators. A parallel taxiway is
offset 400 feet to the east of Runway 14L/32R. The northeast section of the taxiway is outside of the airport
property boundary. Alternate One adds two connectors to the Taxiway A system to provide access to the
new runway ends. This option expands the east apron by three aircraft parking spots. Alternative One will
include a helicopter training strip that is (1,500 ft x 50 ft ) to allow for take-off and landing during helicopter
training operations.
The location of Runway 14L is dictated by keeping the central RPZ on airport property and off Vilas Road.
Two acres of the Runway 14L RPZ are off airport property. Figure 4-2 illustrates two RPZ options at
Runway 32R. The red RPZ is a standard RPZ location without a displacement, while the green RPZ is
displaced 600 feet to have the central portion of RPZ on airport property. Both red and green RPZ options
have a section of the RPZ off airport property. The 2013 MFR ALP showed a 965-foot displacement to shift
the RPZ fully onto airport property. Displacements limit use of the full runway length in both directions and
are not preferred by the FAA.
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Table 4-2 provides a list of destinations that the 7,000-foot parallel runway will be able to serve.
Table 4-2: Parallel Runway Alternative One Aircraft Destinations
Embraer
175
Destination
Portland (PDX)
San Francisco (SFO)
Seattle (SEA)
Salt Lake (SLC)
Las Vegas (LAS)
Los Angeles (LAX)
Orange County (SNA)
San Diego (SAN)
Phoenix Sky Harbor (PHX)
Phoenix-Mesa (AZA)
Denver (DEN)
Minneapolis (MSP)
Dallas (DFW)
Anchorage (PANC)
Chicago (ORD)
Kahului (PHOG)
Orlando (MCO)
New York (JFK)
Boston (BOS)

Distance
(NM)

84

100

Airbus
Airbus
A320neo
A321neo
Load Factor (Percent)
84
100
84
100

193
286
306
499
521
548
573
638
742
760
837
1,294
1,349
1,494
1,549
2,123
2,177
2,184
2,270

Note: Destinations in range are marked with a check mark. Destinations out of range are marked with an X.
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Boeing
737 MAX
84

100

East Apron
Alternative One east apron is expanded by 261,660 sq ft to accommodate three McDonnell Douglas DC10 and one Boeing B747-400 or equivalent aircraft, year-round and DCThe design
utilizes existing east apron, the expansion will need to accommodate pavement strength of aircraft between
583,00 lbs and 877,000 lbs with gear designations of 2D/D1 and 2D/2D. Current buildings surrounding the
east apron will benefit from having jet blast protection. East perimeter road may need controlled access
while east apron is in use. East apron expansion area overlaps existing wetlands and may impact a nearby
creek, which may need to be realigned. Figure 4-3: illustrates the east expansion to accommodate up to
four aircraft parking spaces.
Figure 4-3: East Apron Expansion

Parallel Runway Alternative Two
Alternative Two is a C-III runway that is 5,500 feet long and 100 feet wide. Runway End 14L is in the same
location as in Alternative One. Runway End 32R is located farther north than in Alternative One so that the
RPZ is entirely on airport property. The taxiway connector at Runway End 32R is perpendicular to Taxiway
A and requires an island to eliminate the direct access from the passenger terminal apron to Runway End
32R. Taxiway C3 is shifted to address the direct access from the apron onto Runway End 14L. Figure 4-4
provides a breakdown of destinations accessible by using a 5,500-foot runway. A 5,500-foot runway is less
capable than the 7,000-foot runway in Alternative One, but it does support regional air service for several
aircraft.
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Table 4-3: Parallel Runway Alternative Two Aircraft Destinations
Embraer
175
Destination
Portland (PDX)
San Francisco (SFO)
Seattle (SEA)
Salt Lake (SLC)
Las Vegas (LAS)
Los Angeles (LAX)
Orange County (SNA)
San Diego (SAN)
Phoenix Sky Harbor (PHX)
Phoenix-Mesa (AZA)
Denver (DEN)
Minneapolis (MSP)
Dallas (DFW)
Anchorage (PANC)
Chicago (ORD)
Kahului (PHOG)
Orlando (MCO)
New York (JFK)
Boston (BOS)

Distance
(NM)
193
286
306
499
521
548
573
638
742
760
837
1,294
1,349
1,494
1,549
2,123
2,177
2,184
2,270

84

100

Airbus
Airbus
A320neo
A321neo
Load Factor (Percent)
84
100
84
100

Boeing
737 MAX
84

100

Parallel Runway Alternative Three
Alternative Three is a B-II runway that is 4,600 feet long and 75 feet wide. The critical aircraft is the
Beechcraft King Air 350. The runway is supported by a TDG 2 taxiway system that includes a full parallel
taxiway on each side and a connector leading to Taxiway A. This alternative has an RPZ size of 500 by
700 by 1,000 feet for Runway 14L and 32R. In this alternative, the Runway 32R RPZ is entirely on airport
property, while 1 acre of Runway 14L RPZ is off airport property (Figure 4-5). This option does not allow
for cargo or firefighting aircraft to access the east apron.
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Table 4-4 provides a comparison of the three runway alternatives based on evaluated criteria.
Table 4-4: Parallel Runway Comparison
Criteria

Alternative One/
Alt. One Displaced

Alternative
Two

Alternative
Three

Design Group - Approach Cat.
Runway Length (Feet)
Runway Width (Feet)

C-III
7,000
100

C-III
5,500
100

B-II
4,600
75

Runway 14L/32R TORA (Feet)
Runway 14L/32R TODA (Feet)
Runway 14LR ASDA (Feet)
Runway 32R ASDA (Feet)
Runway 14L/32R LDA (Feet)
RPZ Outside Property

7,000/6,400
7,000/6,400
7,000/6,400
7,000/7,000
7,000/6,400
6 Acres / 3 Acres

5,500
5,500
5,500
5,500
5,500
2 Acres

4,600
4,600
4,600
4,600
4,600
1 Acre

Additional Pavement1
Pavement Removal
Property Acquisition Required2

233,000 Sq. Yards
15,000 Sq. Yards
15 Acres

194,000 Sq. Yards
15,000 Sq. Yards
14 Acres

126,000 Sq. Yards
10,000 Sq. Yards
N/A

1

Excluding East Apron Expansion
Measured by outer Taxiway Object Free Area
TORA- Takeoff Run Available. TODA-Takeoff Distance Available, ASDA-Accelerate Stop Distance Available, LDA- Landing Distance
Available, RPZ- Runway Protection Zone
2

PREFERRED PARALLEL RUNWAY ALTERNATIVE
Parallel Runway Alternative One was selected as the preferred alternative by the Airport and Planning
Advisory Committee. This alternative meets the facility requirements for large commercial and cargo
aircraft. There is a displaced threshold to Runway 32R to keep the expanded approach RPZ on Airport
property as much as possible, but it retains longer useful runway lengths than alternatives two and three.

TAXIWAY IMPROVEMENTS
Taxiway system improvements tie the existing runway and parallel runway alternative to aircraft parking
and storage areas. Taxiways are designed to accommodate the most demanding users. The proposed
layout for the taxiway improvement alternative is operationally efficient, meets FAA design standards,
improves circulation, and addresses needs identified in Chapter 3 Facility Requirements. Focus areas
for taxiway improvements include the following:
Correct non-standard taxiway geometry.
Evaluate the need for a full-length parallel taxiway to Runway 14/32 on the east side.
Evaluate the need for a north and south end holding bay
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FAA Taxiway Geometry
Eastside Parallel Taxiway
FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-13A, Airport Design, requires that a taxiway system should limit runway
crossings in the middle third of a runway. The design could cause confusion to a pilot who normally expects
a parallel taxiway but instead encounters a runway. The Parallel Runway Alternatives in the previous
section provide designs that address the middle-third runway crossing. The parallel runway is likely several
years in the future as it is not justified based on existing FAA criteria; therefore, a parallel taxiway may
address the middle third runway crossing sooner.
The parallel taxiway would be 8, 800 feet long and 50 feet wide, designed to TDG 4 standards (Figure 46). This design allows aircraft to navigate to the south end to access the commercial service area or to the
north end to access the general aviation area. The parallel taxiway meets the design criteria to
accommodate heavy aircraft such as the DC-10 and Antonov AN-124 which use the cargo apron on the
east side of the Airport. This alternative provides three additional parking spaces by the east apron.
For continuity in airport operations, the parallel taxiway alternative provides a phasing option to allow for
development that meets FAA standards while serving the east side until the parallel runway is advanced.
A taxiway intended to be used in this manner would need to consider safety and object free areas, runway
protection zones, and airspace surfaces. Further, the pavement strength would need to factor use
associated with landings and takeoffs, and the shoulders would need to be designed so that they meet
runway grading standards. If Runway 14/32 needed to close for reconstruction, the parallel taxiway could
be remarked and operate as a parallel runway. The parallel taxiway as a runway would be 7,450 feet long
by 50 feet wide. Due to the temporary nature of the landing surface, it would be visual flight procedures
only, and would not have instrument markings or approach lights.
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Holding Bays
Chapter 3 Facility Requirements did not identify areas of systemic airfield capacity challenges. However,
aircraft awaiting departure clearance or performing engine run-ups can cause delays for aircraft behind
them on the taxiways that have clearance. A holding bay provides a space for the aircraft to allow others to
go around it.

Runway End 14
The General Aviation Section of this chapter describes a future flight school on the north side of the Airport.
Depending on the size of the flight school, its impact on airport operations could be considerable. Demand
forecasts in Chapter 2 show how a flight school could more than double aircraft activity at MFR.
Constructing a holding bay with access to multiple entrances will provide an area for aircraft to conduct runups out of the way of other aircraft. The first entrance provides direct access from the north GA apron to
Taxiway A, the second access would allow aircraft taxing north on Taxiway A to enter with the second
entrance, hold short , then make a left turn to Taxiway A6, and the third access point would allow aircraft
taxing north on Taxiway C to hold short at the second entrance as they proceed to Taxiway A. The holding
bay addresses this potential improvement to provide flexibility for aircraft if the development occurs. Figure
4-11: located in the General Aviation section, illustrates the holding configuration.

Runway End 32
At MFR, 87 percent of operations occur on Runway End 32, which has a single-entry taxiway with a nonstandard run-up area. With most of the aircraft traffic using this runway end, a holding bay that meets FAA
standards is recommended. FAA AC 150/3500-13A suggests that a holding bay provides a standing space
for aircraft awaiting clearance, allowing ready aircraft to transition to takeoff position. The holding bay would
be designed as a dual-purpose space that will provide an area for a deicing pad. This includes an expansion
of pavement to accommodate ADG IV taxing to pass while other aircraft are on the deicing pad. The holding
bay alternative is designed to hold aircraft such as the Embraer 175 and a Boeing MAX 8 simultaneously
and also allow a space for two deicing trucks to maneuver around the aircraft. This holding bay has a single
entrance and dual exit. The Runway End 32 holding bay and deice pad is shown in Figure 4-7
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Figure 4-7:

Runway End 32 Taxiway A Holding Bay Design and Deice Pad
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FLIGHT PROCEDURES AND NAVAIDS
Instrument Procedure and Lighting System Analysis
NAVAIDs and lighting are essential components to consider when evaluating instrument approach
procedure capabilities at MFR. The runway and NAVAIDS assessment in Chapter 3 Facility
Requirements identified the aeronautical assets that are available to support the existing instrument
approach and aircraft operations. Based on the assessment, additional improvements are recommended
to the runway, NAVAIDS, and lighting system that could support enhanced instrument approach
development.
Reduction in instrument approach visibility minimums achieved through improved approach design and
improved approach lighting systems impact the size and shape of the RPZ. The interconnected relationship
between approach visibility minimums and RPZ size results in potential impacts to surrounding land uses.
While approach minimums to as low as ½-mile visibility are possible into Runway End 32, it is recommended
that approach minimums to Runway End 32 not be reduced to less than ¾-mile visibility without close
coordination with FAA and the Oregon Department of Transportation about roadways in the RPZ.

Runway 14/32 Instrument Approach Procedure Characteristics
Runway 14/32 is currently equipped with several lighting, visual guidance, and weather reporting systems
necessary to sustain operations under nighttime and Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC). These
are described in Chapter 1.

Runway End 14
Based on the analysis of possible enhancements to instrument approach procedures serving Runway 14,
it is recommended that MFR consider the following changes to approach procedures:
Upgrading the existing CAT I ILS procedure to support Special Authorization (SA) CAT I, SA CATII,
and possibly even standard CAT II operations.
Request addition of Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance (LPV) or Lateral Navigation
(LNAV) and Vertical Navigation (VNAV) minima for existing Area Navigation (RNAV) GPS Y
approach procedures.
Develop Required Navigational Performance (RNP) minima for the existing RNAV RNP Z approach
procedure.

Runway End 32
Based on the assessments of various approaches to Runway End 32, it is recommended that MFR consider
making three additions to instrument approaches serving this runway:
Augment the existing RNAV RNP and RNAV GPS-D approaches with a straight in RNAV (GPS)
approach with either Localizer Performance (LP)/LNAV or LNAV/VNAV minima.
Support development of a Hybrid RNAV (GPS) procedure with RPN to LPV capabilities that is
capable of being utilized by advanced general aviation and airline fleets providing minimums similar
to an ILS CAT I.
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Consider the installation of an approach lighting system (ALS) as an enhancement for future
performance-based navigation approaches to Runway End 32.

Runway End 32 Approach Lighting Systems Alternatives
Runway End 32 has no ALS, so visibility minimums are higher than they would be with an ALS. The potential
reduction to visibility minimums for the existing RNAV (RNP) 32 instrument approach procedure depends
on the type of ALS put into service. Full ALS and Intermediate ALS systems are discussed below.

Full Approach Lighting System (FALS)
A FALS provides pilots with visual information on runway alignment, height perception, roll guidance, and
horizontal references. The system starts at the landing threshold and extends into the approach area 2,400
feet. With a FALS, the visibility minimums could be as low as ½ statute mile for the RNAV approaches to
Runway End 32. This represents the lowest possible visibility for Runway End 32 approach procedures.
Examples of a FALS include medium intensity approach lighting system with runway alignment indicator
lights (MALSR) and a high intensity approach lighting system with sequenced flashers (ALSF-2).
Advantages of a FALS:
Reduced visibility minimums to ½ mile improve runway utility and access for air carrier and large
corporate aircraft during inclement weather conditions.
CAT II / III approaches may be possible with an ALSF-2; however, other criteria need to be satisfied
including terrain clearance, which may not be possible into Runway End 32.
Disadvantages of FALS:
The onboard aircraft equipment needed to conduct the improved RNAV approach is typically only
carried by air carrier and large corporate aircraft so the improved minimums may not benefit the full
range of general aviation aircraft.
The reduction in the visibility minimums for the FALS will increase size of the RPZ. This will introduce
potentially incompatible land uses, such as roads and buildings, into the RPZ. Introduction of these
land uses requires coordination with the FAA to determine acceptability.
A FALS requires greater land area, installation cost, and greater on-going maintenance and power
costs compared to an intermediate approach lighting system (IALS).

Intermediate Approach Lighting System
An IALS has fewer lights than a FALS but only extends into the approach area by 1,000 to 1,500 feet
compared to the 2,400 feet length of a FALS. An IALS could reduce visibility minimums for the RNAV
approaches to Runway End 32 to ¾ statute mile. Examples of an IALS include a MALS (MALSR without
runway alignment indicator lights) and an omnidirectional approach lighting system (ODALS).
Advantages of an IALS:
Reducing visibility minimums to ¾ mile improves runway utility and access for air carrier and large
corporate aircraft compared to existing minimums.
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The resulting change in RPZ dimensions mostly remain on MFR property, with one corner of the RPZ
extending over a roadway to the southeast. The introduction of incompatible land uses within the
RPZ likely initiate the FAA land use compatibility coordination effort but has fewer incompatible uses
than the FALS with ½-mile visibility.
An IALS requires less land area and has lower installation costs than the FALS. Figure 4-8 Illustrates
the effects of reduced visibility minimums on RPZ dimensions and the areas effected by that change.
Disadvantages of an IALS:
This configuration cannot achieve as low minimums as a FALS.
Recommendations: It is recommended that an IALS be installed for the approach to Runway End 32 to
reduce visibility minimums for the RNAV approaches to no lower than ¾ mile. This combination improves
runway utilization and access during IMC while minimizing the introduction of potentially incompatible land
uses within the RPZ.

PREFERRED ALS ALTERNATIVE
An Intermediate Approach Light System (IALS) was selected as the preferred alternative. The IALS requires
less land, lower installation costs, and offers expandability for future improvements if needed. The selection
of IALS reduces visibility minimums to Runway 32 for RNAV approaches from 1 mile to no lower than ¾
mile. With the exception of the southeast corner outside the central portion of the RPZ the expansion of
the RPZ dimensions is kept on the Airport property.
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SUPPORTING AIRSIDE ALTERNATIVES
AIRPORT RESCUE FIREFIGHTING (ARFF) STATION
The existing ARFF Index is B and is expected to change to Index C in the next 20 years. MFR can meet
the Index C requirements with a total of two Class 4 ARFF Vehicles. Utilizing the existing Class 5 ARFF
vehicle as the backup vehicle is supported under Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 139 and AIP
funding criteria. Two additional vehicles for quick response and incident command and control are also
eligible under AIP funding guidelines.
The existing ARFF facility has two equipment bays and does not have capacity to fully shelter the needed
vehicles. The ARFF facility is nearing the end of its useful life and could be re-constructed in its existing
location or elsewhere.

ARFF LOCATION ALTERNATIVES
There are five siting alternatives for the ARFF facility. Two locations are on the east side of the Airport near
the heavy-lift cargo apron, and two locations are north of the central hangar redevelopment area. A fifth site
is carried forward from the previous master plan. The primary objective is to locate the facility to meet FAR
Part 139.319 vehicle response requirements and ARFF siting requirements in AC 150/5210-15A. ARFF
siting alternatives are described below and shown in Figure 4-9.

ARFF Alternatives One and Two
These alternatives are on the east side of the airfield, accessed by Taxiway A3. Siting of the ARFF station
on the east side provides direct access to Runway 14/32. However, the location requires a runway crossing
to get to the west side of the airfield, where hangars and the passenger terminal area are located. ARFF
Location One is separated from the heavy cargo apron to minimize noise and jet blast impacts on the fire
station.
ARFF Location Two is in nearly the same location as Alternative One but is oriented with the bay doors
facing north and south. The shift and rotation of the facility layout does improve separation from the heavy
cargo apron to reduce impacts by noise and jet blast on the ARFF station. Other design factors are the
same.
Advantages of ARFF Facility Location Alternative One/Two:
The site provides direct access to Runway 14/32.
The site has no turns required so vehicles can depart the station and accelerate unimpeded.
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Disadvantages of ARFF Facility Location Alternative One/Two:
The site requires a runway crossing for response to incidents on the west side of the airfield.
The site does not provide direct access to the taxiway network or access to apron and hangar areas.
This site is located in the east apron area, with future development of the east apron expansion,.

ARFF Alternatives Three and Four
These two alternatives are different facility orientations on a single site on the west side of Runway 14/32
and north of Taxilane C1. The site provides immediate access to the taxiway network and has unimpeded
access to the passenger terminal, aprons, and hangar areas. It is possible to provide unsecured access to
this site, for visitors and deliveries, with a reconfigured fence and security gate. This site may impact the
equipment laydown area of a commercial business located at the end of Nebula Way.
Alternative Three has vehicle bays facing east and west, and Alternative Four has vehicle bay doors that
face north and south. Alternative Four does not need the additional drive lane to access the taxiway system
that is necessary in Alternative Three. Other design factors are the same.
Advantages of ARFF Facility Location Alternative Three/Four:
The site provides direct access to the taxiway network for unimpeded access to the passenger
terminal, aprons, and hangar areas.
The site has only two turns to access the runway, and the distance traveled improves response time
over the existing facility.
The site allows for public access to the ARFF station at the end of Nebula Way.
Disadvantages of ARFF Facility Location Alternative Three/Four:
The site impacts existing general aviation lease area and an equipment laydown area.

ARFF Facility Location Alternative Five
ARFF Location Alternative Five is carried forward from the 2010 MFR Master Plan. This location is south
of the central hangar development area.
Advantages of ARFF Facility Location Alternative Five:
The site provides direct access to Taxiway A and Runway 14/32
The site closest to the passenger terminal when compared to the other four siting alternatives.
The site is closest of the five alternatives to the middle of Runway 14/32 and requires no turns.
Disadvantages of ARFF Facility Location Alternative Five:
The site requires additional pavement development to provide direct access to Taxiway A.
The site does not provide public access to the ARFF station.
The site reduces room for general aviation development.
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Preferred ARFF Facility Location Alternative ARFF facility location alternative three was selected as the
preferred alternative following review of the Airport and the Master Plan Advisory Committee. The location
is close to the central point of the runway and retains public access for deliveries and meetings. The
orientation of the doors to the east and west also reduces snow removal needs compared with Alternative
Four.
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Figure 4-9:

ARFF Facility Location Alternatives
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DEICING PAD ALTERNATIVES
Aircraft deicing operations are conducted at the gates after a short push-back. A pushback is a procedure
during which an aircraft is pushed backward from the gate by a pushback tractor or tug vehicle. Fluids
collect on the apron and drain toward a stormwater collection trench drain on the apron. Currently deicing
fluids are transported through the stormwater system to the City of Medford wastewater treatment facilities.
The amount of deice fluids used per year do not reach a level of significance requiring reporting, tracking,
collection, or recycling, and Operations does not expect this to change in the future. However, conducting
deicing operations on the terminal apron does delay the gate availability for the next aircraft. As a longterm development to improve Terminal Gate utilization rates and aircraft turn times, the two proposed sites
are for a dedicated deice pad.

DEICE PAD LOCATION ALTERNATIVES
Deice Pad Location Alternative One
Deice Pad Location Alternative One is south of the terminal apron area and will occupy the same location
as the current southernmost ground loading aircraft gate and the existing ARFF station facility and apron.
Figure 4-10 illustrates the deice pad location orientation and aircraft parking positions.
Advantages of Deice Pad Location One:
Allows for short taxi to deice pad in proximity to terminal gates.
Accommodates 2 C-III aircraft simultaneously, one EMB-175 and one 737-8 Max.
Modifications can be completed for existing utilities, and drainage system for collection, containment
and transport used of fluids.
Maintains ADG IV wingtip clearances for larger cargo aircraft to use Taxiway A.
Retains vehicle drive lane, though shift in alignment may be necessary.
Disadvantages of Deice Location Alternative One:
Requires the removal of south gate covered walkway and existing ARFF station
Impacts SIDA boundary and require taxilane markings for guidance.
Displaces perimeter fence necessary to accommodate deice vehicle parking and wing tip clearance
to maneuver around aircraft.
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Figure 4-10: Deice Pad Location One Alternative
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Deice Pad Location Alternative Two
Deice Pad Location Alternative Two is at the Taxiway A Holding Bay at the entrance to Runway 32.The
advantages and disadvantages of the deicing pad orientation, location, and aircraft wingtip clearances are
described in this section.
Advantages of Deice Pad Location Two:
Proximity to departure end of runway reduces time after deicing before takeoff.
Accommodates 2 C-III aircraft simultaneously, one EMB-175 and one 737-8 Max.
Maintains wingtip clearance for larger cargo aircraft such as the DC-10 and 747.
Disadvantages of Deice Pad Location Two:
Requires the expansion and modification of run up apron to install drain collection and transport of
fluids to containment or treatment.
Requires expansion of apron needed to provide space for service vehicles to maneuver without
violating Taxiway A Object Free Area.

GENERAL AVIATION AREAS
This section identifies the location of general aviation and fixed base operator (FBO) improvements and
provides conceptual level planning of layouts for consideration in the following key areas.
North General Aviation Apron:
Flight School
T-Hangar development
Tiedown Apron
Self-Serve Fuel
Holding Bay
Storm Water Facility
Central General Aviation Apron:
FBO/Specialized Aviation Services Operation (SASO) Hangars
Executive Hangars
Transient aircraft apron

North GA Apron and T-Hangar Development
The expected growth in based aircraft will require new hangar sites, and hangars at the end of their useful
lives will be replaced. Nearly all based aircraft are expected to be stored in hangars, following a general
preference of aircraft owners to protect the sensitive avionics in their modern aircraft. It is expected that an
additional 10 T-hangars and 20 executive box hangars will be needed in the next 20 years.
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Aircraft parking apron demand correlates with itinerant aircraft operations. While primarily driven by fixed
wing general aviation, consideration is given to helicopters and remain-overnight commercial passenger
aircraft as operations by these users are expected to grow. Tenants have asked for separate and dedicated
helicopter parking aprons. Separation of light fixed wing piston aircraft, fixed wing jets, and helicopters
improves apron efficiency and mitigates the risk of damage to light aircraft due to rotor wash and jet blast.
Consideration is given to more space for flight training, including separating students from other general
aviation users and providing space for hangars, maintenance facilities, fueling, and classrooms associated
with a flight school. Figure 4-11: illustrates the conceptual layout for a new general aviation development
at the north end of an extension of Taxiway C. The north apron development area provides a location for a
flight school with 49 tiedown parking spaces to accommodate flight school aircraft and transient aircraft.
The layout includes T-Hangar spaces for up to 21 aircraft, which are expected to be a mix of flight training
aircraft and small general aviation aircraft that relocate from the central area.
Adding a dedicated fuel island for the north apron reduces the need for aircraft to taxi south on Taxiway C
to the existing self-fuel island and reduces associated traffic congestion.
A holding bay with access from Taxiway A, Taxiway C, and the north general aviation apron provides
flexibility for traffic flow during times of air traffic congestion or for aircraft needing to conduct run-ups.
A storm water facility is scheduled to be constructed in 2021.Two locations have been identified for the
construction of detention pond and treatment swales. Location one is north of the GA apron and location
two location is west of Taxiway A in between Taxiway A and Taxiway C just north of Taxiway C3.
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Figure 4-11: North GA Apron and T-Hangar Development
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Central GA Apron and T-Hangar Development
Except for a flight school located at the north GA apron, the demand for piston-driven aircraft parking and
hangars is expected to remain steady or decline slightly as GA fleet mix trends in favor of turbine-powered
aircraft. Hangars that no longer are no longer needed will be removed to allow repurposing of areas. With
apron and hangar areas designated for certain class of aircraft, development can occur as demand warrants
without hindering future development.
There are three alternatives proposed for the central GA area. The mix of aircraft associated with USFS
operations, large helicopters for heavy lift and firefighting, corporate and executive aircraft, and light singleengine aircraft present different operational needs for hangars and aprons.
The layout of existing Taxiway B and Taxiway C provides a large U-shaped route to access the existing
USFS, helicopter, and GA aprons, but a large area inside the U-Shape remains unusable for hangars and
aircraft parking due to the limited vehicle access. The three alternatives provide variations on vehicle
access, taxiway/taxilane alignments, and hangar layouts.
These general considerations for hangar siting influenced the creation of the layouts:
Hangars should be developed in a linear, modular manner. Hangar locations should be centralized
or grouped by type, function, and aircraft size categories (piston, turboprop, jets, rotor) to promote
efficient airfield and landside access. Hangars should be constructed along existing flight lines as
much as possible to minimize costs associated with expanded paved areas, drainage, utilities, auto
parking, and secured access.
Hangar orientation should consider weather conditions and provide adequate drainage with minimal
slope differential.
Hangars must be constructed beyond the runway and taxiway safety areas, object free areas, and
NAVAID critical areas. Hangars must remain beyond visibility line of sights and be regulated by height
to prevent encroachment of airspace surfaces.
Hangars should be separated to meet, at a minimum, FAA taxilane object free area distances while
providing enough access, maneuvering, and apron space for the expected class of aircraft.

Central Apron Alternative One
Vehicles access the central apron area using two roads from Milligan Way. Hangars and tiedown aprons
line either side of the roads. The roads sever the existing U-shaped taxiway, which negatively impacts
aircraft circulation but expands the developable area for hangars. The primary taxilane between the hangars
is designed for TDG 2, and ADG II aircraft. Wingtip clearance would allow an ADG III aircraft such as a 737
or A320 to be towed to the transient ramp. ADG III aircraft can be accommodated on the south apron next
to the existing FBO.
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An additional taxiway is created north of Taxiway intersection C1 to provide access to an additional loading
apron with sufficient turn radius for the USFS large tanker aircraft such as the DC-6, C-130, or RJ-85. To
the south of Taxiway C located west of Taxiway A6 is a taxilane providing access to Taxiway A. This
requires the removal of Taxiway B3 and grading Taxiway A and Taxiway B Safety Areas. This alternative
includes the new location of the ARFF facility to be located west of Taxiway A4, north of the executive
hangars.
Figure 4-12: illustrates the access roads, hangar alignments, and taxilanes for Alternative One.
Advantages of Alternative One:
Increases the number of executive and corporate hangars to meet expected demand for the 20-year
planning period
Expands operational capacity for the USFS tanker facility to three loading aprons
Expands the designated large helicopter parking adjacent to existing facilities
Aligns taxiways and hangars relative to Runway 14/32 and Taxiway A improving aircraft traffic flow
and simplifying the taxiway alignments
Includes public access and vehicle parking for potential FBOs, corporate hangars, and private
hangars
Locates SASO maintenance hangar for improved access.
Provides additional development space for air carrier Remain Over Night (RON) parking
Disadvantages of Alternative One:
Initial site development will require capital investment for the relocation of utilities, installation of
access roads, and realignment of fencing.
The apron and hangar developments will displace the existing Automated Weather Observation
System (AWOS) and require placement elsewhere on the Airport.
The hangars are aligned with doors facing north and south, which may present access and clearing
challenges during snow events.
Development of roads, aprons, and tiedown spaces increases the paved surfaces on the airport and
will require expansion of the stormwater drainage system.
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Central Apron Alternative Two
The layout of Taxilane C1 and Taxilane B layout are refined to provide additional aircraft storage space.
Aircraft circulation from one side of the central area to the other are maintained. The Taxiway B3 connector
to Taxiway A is modified to improved pilot visibility. It is recommended that the extension of Taxiway C be
designed to ADG III standards, which will match the existing segment it connects to, and will provide
circulation options of large GA aircraft like the Boeing 737 business jets that are based at MFR.
This design meets aircraft parking and storage facility requirements. Hangars and apron parking for large
corporate aircraft are located closest to Taxiway C, and smaller aircraft parking is located farther back.
Remaining Over Night (RON) parking for air carrier aircraft is located north of the ATCT and Taxiway B.
This location provides direct access to the passenger terminal apron and facilitates the towing of aircraft to
and from the passenger gates, outside of the controlled movement area. Alternative Two allows for the
preferred ARFF station to be developed as planned. The new ARFF facility will be located west of Taxiway
C and west of Taxiway C1. The location provides an access road for the ARFF trucks to cross over Taxiway
A north of Taxiway A4. This provides a direct access to the runway and to the east apron.
A FBO/SASO facility is located on the western edge of the apron area. The apron accommodates transient
business jets up to ADG III, such as the 737 Boeing Business Jet. The FBO vehicle parking has access
from Milligan Way and is the extent of public access to the central area. The vehicle access is through a
security gate adjacent to the FBO facility. Access is limited to those tenants with airside ground vehicle
driver training to transit across Taxilane C1/B. Taxilane B is retained to provide access for the existing GA
Apron and new hangars. The designated large helicopter parking is increased to four spaces, with an
additional SASO facility located to the east on the same side of the access road.
The hangars are aligned with doors facing east and west to improve access and clearing during snow
events. Figure 4-13: illustrates the access road, hangars, and apron layout for Alternative Two.
Advantages of Alternative Two:
Increases the number of executive and corporate hangars to meet expected demand
Increases designated parking for large helicopters
Expands USFS heavy tanker loading operations
Retains some existing taxiway and apron facilities, which may reduce capital costs
Orients taxilanes and hangars relative to Runway 14/32 and Taxiway A, improving traffic flow
Separates different user classes (e.g. large tankers, helicopters, smaller general aviation)
Avoids displacement of existing hangars and FBO facilities
Relocation of ARFF facility to be positioned toward the center of the airfield general aviation area.
Disadvantages of Alternative Two:
Requires relocation of the existing AWOS station
Provides no access to central hangar area that does not require cars to drive on taxilanes. This
creates on-going need to provide hangar tenants with ground vehicle training
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Central Apron Alternative Three
Central apron Alternative Three is carried forward from the environmental assessment, ongoing in 2020.
This alternative provides vehicle access points that are not accessible to the general public. One access
point is from the south through a gated entry off Airport Way near the base of the ATCT. The other access
point is through a gated entry at the end of Nebula Way. Both accesses would be limited to Airport tenants
with ground vehicle training because of the necessity to cross active Taxilanes B and C.
The ARFF station is located on the southeast side of the central apron area with direct access to Taxiway
A and is opposite Taxiway A3, reducing response time to the runway.
RON parking for air carrier aircraft is designated adjacent to Taxilane C1. Large helicopter parking is
designated for four large helicopters with additional parking for small to medium sized helicopters.
Figure 4-14: illustrates the vehicle access, ARFF station, hangars, and apron layout for Alternative Three.
Advantages of Alternative Three:
Centrally locates the ARFF staff and equipment to improve response time to meet Part 139 criteria,
with access to Runway 14/32 by Taxiway A3
Meets expected demand for the number of executive and box style hangars
Retains the existing U-shaped taxiway structure for access to USFS and GA parking aprons
Offers construction of the ARFF station prior to substantial roadway and apron development being
completed
Disadvantages of Alternative Three:
Does not facilitate public access to central hangar area; creates potential need for FBO shuttle bus
service to hangars
Does create an on-going operational need to provide hangar tenants with ground vehicle training and
access control to mitigate vehicle to aircraft conflicts
Does not separate areas of operations between dissimilar aircraft types
Does require relocation of the AWOS site
Does not expand loading apron capacity for USFS operations
Does not resolve taxiway alignment with Runway 14/32 and Taxiway A, limiting access and utility of
other areas within perimeter fence
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Table 4-5 provides a comparison for the three alternatives proposed for the GA central area.
Table 4-5: Central General Aviation Area Alternative Comparison

Criteria

Alternative One

Box Hangars
23
FBO/SASO Hangars
3
Total Hangars
26
Helicopter Parking
3
New Public Roads
Yes
ARFF Station
Yes
RON Parking Space
0
Heavy Cargo Apron
No
FBO - Fixed Based Operator
SASO - Specialized Aviation Service Operation

Alternative Two

Alternative Three

28
28
2
2
30
30
4
8
No
No
Maybe
Yes
2
2
Yes
No
ARFF - Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting
RON - Remain overnight

PREFERRED CENTRAL GENERAL AVIATION AREA ALTERNATIVE
Central general aviation area alternative two was selected as the preferred alternative following review of
the Airport and the Master Plan Advisory Committee. The layout of the preferred hangar and apron
development displaces the existing ASOS, which will be relocated to the east side of the airport. The
Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) is sited outside of runway safety areas and object free areas
but needs to be in proximity to the runway to capture data representative of airfield conditions. ASOS
consists of sensors that measure and report cloud height, sky condition, sector visibility, temperature,
humidity, types of precipitation, runway visual range (for instrument conditions), wind direction, wind speed,
and wind shifts. ASOS equipment should be located on a relatively flat surface and be clear of objects,
structures, or vegetation that might affect the sensor readings. ASOS transmits weather data to the National
Weather Service, Air Traffic Control Tower, and transmits via radio so pilots can access the current
information while in their aircraft. Final location will be determined after a design and environmental review
is completed. Alternative Two of the central general aviation area also allows for the preferred ARFF station
Alternative Three to be developed as planned.

PASSENGER TERMINAL ALTERNATIVES
BACKGROUND
The facility requirements analysis identified the need to expand the passenger terminal building to enable
MFR to accommodate future passenger traffic at desired levels of passenger service for the 20-year
planning period.
The effort consisted of development, analysis, and evaluation of terminal alternatives. The process was
iterative and collaborative, engaging the Airport and its stakeholders to narrow concepts to five alternatives
that
. The result is the selection of a preferred
plan.
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Requirements Summary
During the requirements analysis, several functional areas that need attention were identified.
The existing check-in hall is appropriately sized to accommodate activity levels expected by the end
of the planning period. The analysis assumed that the share of passengers processed using selfservice technologies, such as mobile phones and kiosks with bag tagging capabilities, increases, and
that fewer passengers use full-service counters. The use of self-service technologies will allow for a
more efficient use of the space and will therefore reduce the need for expansion.
The existing security screening checkpoint has two lanes, with a third lane being planned. A minimum
of two additional lanes, for a total of five, will be required by the end of the planning period to handle
projected passenger traffic while maintaining acceptable wait times and queues.
Six to eight gates will be required to handle projected traffic by the end of the planning period. These
gates preferably will be equipped with passenger boarding bridges to serve the narrowbody aircraft
and large commuter aircraft. However, the terminal alternatives incorporate the potential need to
phase the installation of boarding bridges at all gates. Therefore, the concepts offer the option to
have some gates remain as ground-loading gates until it becomes operationally and financially
feasible to install additional boarding bridges.
The existing bag claim has one bag claim device. At a minimum, one additional device will be needed
by the end of the planning period, and the bag claim area will need to be expanded to provide
additional space for arriving passengers, meters, and greeters.

Development Constraints and Opportunities
The main constraints and opportunities pertinent to the terminal building are illustrated in Figure 4-15 and
Figure 4-16 and are summarized below:
ATCT: The ATCT was constructed in 2009. Due to the age of the structure, relocation was not
considered. A line of sight (LOS) analysis, illustrated in Figure 4-15 relied on parameters that seek
to maintain controller LOS to movement areas and approach corridors near the tower. The design
aircraft for this analysis is the MAX 10. While the 737 MAX 8 is the design aircraft for the terminal,
the Boeing 737 MAX 10 is a larger variant of the same aircraft and was used to produce a more
conservative planning model. The analysis revealed
controller would not be able to see if the aircraft is parked next to the terminal.
FAA Order 6480.4B, Airport Traffic Control Tower Siting Process
y
expansion of the terminal towards the runway pushes tails of parked aircraft towards the runway. This
negatively impacts ATCT LOS to the movement areas east of the passenger terminal.
Airport support facilities: The facilities located at the end of the northern terminal walkway can
easily be relocated, enabling development options to the north.
Outbound bag facility: Concepts impacting systems that are complex and costly to relocate, such
as the outbound bag facility located south of the terminal building, were avoided when possible.
ARFF station: Relocation of the ARFF station is under consideration. If moved, this opens space for
terminal-related development south of the existing terminal building.
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Airfield: The terminal alternatives were developed to minimize expansion of the terminal area to the
east. Some concepts showed a pier concourse expanding towards the airfield; however, preliminary
analyses showed that expanding the terminal to the east negatively impacts the ATCT LOS, airspace,
and separation between parked aircraft and clear areas associated with Taxiway A. The pier concepts
were eliminated from further consideration.
Figure 4-15: Maximum Building Heights

Note: Maximum height is based on ATCT LOS and FAR Part 77 surfaces
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whichever is lower for a given point.

Figure 4-16: Terminal Development Opportunities and Constraints
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TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
Alternative One
Overall Configuration
Alternative One, shown on Figure 4-17: expands the terminal to the north while preserving the outbound
bag make-up area to the south and the holdrooms south of the security screening checkpoint. It features a
two-level, single-loaded concourse, while the existing terminal remains a one-level structure.

Departures
No changes are proposed to the check-in space. The security screening checkpoint area expands to
accommodate an additional two lanes, for a total of five lanes by the end of the planning horizon. This
expansion requires relocation of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) offices and the secure
exit lane. The new TSA offices location are immediately north of the checkpoint to maintain sufficient
proximity, with the exit lane moved closer to the baggage claim.
Upon exiting the security screening checkpoint, passengers encounter a recompose area and then proceed
to their gates:
Two gates sized for large commuter aircraft such as the Embraer 175 are located south of the security
checkpoint. Alternative One does not propose the expansion of the existing holdrooms.
One gate sized for narrowbody aircraft are located immediately north of the security checkpoint on
the first floor of the terminal building.
The last five gates are located along the northern concourse, a two-level concourse 400 feet long by
65 feet wide. Holdrooms are sized for narrowbody aircraft. The concourse provides ample space for
concessions, passenger amenities, and support functions. The concourse is angled to minimize line
of sight issues stemming from the ATCT location.
A two-level concourse provides significant operational advantages. First, the first floor of the concourse
provides 35,000 square feet of space that could be used for a baggage tunnel, airline space, and storage
space for terminal tenants. Support spaces in the terminal are currently undersized, and a two-level
concourse helps address this deficiency. Second, a two-level concourse allows for easier gating of
narrowbody aircraft with bridge slopes remaining in compliance with the requirements of the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Alternative One features eight boarding bridges. However, if transitioning to all gates being equipped with
boarding bridges is not feasible at the time of construction, the terminal can be modified to allow for ground
loading until gates can be installed. Vertical circulation corridors can be built to bring down the passengers
to the apron level where they board the aircraft using mobile staircases and ramps.
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Arrivals
Arriving passengers travel through a bag claim expanded to the north. This expansion requires the
relocation of the inbound bag belt, the loading dock, and associated vertical circulation core. A second bag
claim device is installed. Meeters and greeters have a larger space to wait for their passengers.
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Alternative Two
Overall Configuration
Alternative Two is a northern expansion with a two-level, angled concourse (Figure 4-18: ). The entire postsecurity area of the terminal building is on two levels, including the gates along the existing terminal façade.

Departures
Recommendations for the pre-security spaces in Alternative Two are like those in Alternative One. The
security screening checkpoint expands to five lanes, and TSA support spaces are relocated. After the
security screening checkpoint, passengers encounter a recompose area, and then proceed to vertical
circulation to the second level of the terminal building. The gates are located on the second level, requiring
a retrofit of the existing structure. The second level features eight gates with passenger boarding bridges.
The two southern gates are sized for commuter aircraft, and the remaining six gates are sized for
narrowbody aircraft.

Arrivals
Arriving passengers proceed from their gates down to the first floor of the terminal building to an expanded
baggage claim. Similar to Alternative One, a second bag claim device is added north of the existing bag
claim, requiring the expansion of the existing space and the relocation of the inbound bag system, the
loading dock, and associated vertical circulation core.

Alternative Three
Overall Configuration
Alternative Three (Figure 4-19: ) features a single-level terminal building with an angled northern
concourse. This concept was generated to preserve the existing terminal building, to minimize the amount
of construction required, and to minimize construction costs.

Departures
The security screening checkpoint has four lanes and maintains the existing TSA offices and exit lane. This
minimizes construction impacts in the building. However, five lanes are expected to be required for peak
passenger loads in 2040. Providing fewer than five lanes may result in longer wait times and longer queues.
Holdrooms are located on the first floor of the terminal building. Two commuter gates are south of the
checkpoint and six narrowbody gates are north of the checkpoint. The existing terminal expands to the west
to provide larger holdrooms, and the concourse is 65 feet wide, allowing for enough space for holdrooms,
concessions, and support spaces. The last section of the concourse is angled to minimize ATCT line of
sight issues.
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Arrivals
Arriving passengers proceed to the bag claim using the existing exit lane. An additional bag claim device is
installed in the existing bag claim area. The existing space allows for the installation of the second device
with 17 feet of space between the two belts, which is acceptable according to industry standards. However,
it leaves little room for meeters and greeters, circulation, and other space.

Alternative Four
Overall Configuration
Alternative Four features a single-level terminal building with a compact northern concourse, shown in
Figure 4-20: The northernmost gates are wrapped around the end of the concourse for a shorter concourse
than in the previous alternatives. This reduces walking distance for passengers arriving and departing from
the farthest gates.

Departures
There are two additional two security screening lanes, for a total of five lanes. This requires the relocation
of the TSA offices. Alternative Four shows the exit lane remaining in its current location, and the relocation
of the TSA offices immediately north of the exit lane.
All gates are sized for narrowbody aircraft in Alternative Five. The three southernmost gates are along the
existing facade, and the holdrooms expanded to handle these larger aircraft. The other five gates are in the
northern concourse. The single-level terminal building is 750 feet long and 65 feet wide on average with
adequate space for holdrooms, secure concessions, and support functions.

Arrivals
Arriving passengers proceed to the exiting exit lane and towards the bag claim. Like Alternatives One and
Two, the bag claim expands to the north to allow for the installation of a second claim device.

Alternative Five
Overall Configuration
Alternative Five (Figure 4-21: ) expands the terminal to the north with a two-level, double-loaded
concourse.

Departures
There are two additional two security screening lanes, for a total of five lanes. This requires the relocation
of the TSA offices. The TSA offices move immediately north of the checkpoint. The exit lane moves north
of the existing baggage claim device. After exiting the security screening checkpoint, passengers proceed
to a vertical circulation core to access the holdrooms and post-security amenities on the second floor.
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The terminal features eight gates equipped with passenger boarding bridges: Two gates in the southern
portion of the existing building are sized for large commuter aircraft such as the Embraer 175. The remaining
six gates are sized for narrowbody aircraft, with the Boeing 737 MAX 8 used as the design aircraft. The
aircraft parking positions are located along a 100-foot-wide, 450-foot-long, double-loaded concourse.

Arrivals
Arriving passengers proceed from their gates down to the first floor to the expanded baggage claim. A
second bag claim device to be added north of the existing bag claim requires the expansion of the existing
space, and the relocation of the inbound bag system, the loading dock, and associated vertical circulation
core.
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ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
Evaluation Methodology and Criteria
Terminal development alternatives were evaluated to determine which alternative best supports the
MFR to meet the future needs of the travelling public and the Rogue
Valley region.
A list of criteria is listed in Table 4-6 organized by major functional area to analyze the alternatives and
identify the pros and cons of each.
The main takeaways are as follows:
Concourse: All alternatives expand the passenger terminal building and therefore create
opportunities for larger concessions, more passenger amenities, and a better passenger experience
overall. Alternatives also all preserve the option of expanding to the south in the future, since all
feature northern expansion schemes.
The major differences between the alternatives pertain to the gate configuration and whether the
concourse is on the first or second floor of the terminal building. Alternatives One and Three maintain
some current gates south of the security checkpoint, while the other three alternatives assume that
all gates will be rebuilt or reconfigured. Alternatives One, Two, and Five have a second floor to the
terminal building, adding space on the first floor for support functions for the terminal tenants.
TSA Security Checkpoint: There are two options to expand the passenger security screening
checkpoint, either to accommodate four lanes, as shown in Alternative Three, or to five lanes, as
shown in Alternatives One, Two, Four, and Five. Providing only four lanes does not meet future
requirements and therefore results in a suboptimal LOS with longer wait times and passenger
queues, although it alleviates the need to relocate the TSA offices. Expanding to five lanes provides
adequate processing capacity to handle projected passenger loads.
Baggage Claim: Two concepts are proposed for the expansion of the bag claim. The first concept,
used in Alternatives One, Two, Four, and Five, proposes the expansion of the bag claim to the north,
requiring the relocation of the inbound bag belt, loading dock, and associated vertical circulation core.
The second concept, shown in Alternative Three, features a second bag claim device installed in the
existing bag claim area. Maintaining the size of the existing bag claim results in an undersized area
that might experience overcrowding at peak times. To provide increased efficiency of the outbound
baggage handling, a second parallel conveying system will be added to the current system. Divertors
will be added to coordinate with the existing system and the exterior baggage carousel. The additional
system will increase baggage handling rates at peak times as well as providing a back-up to the
original system when a break down occurs or when the first line needs maintenance.
General Considerations: Alternative Three minimizes the number of projects to be undertaken by
keeping the terminal building one level, only providing four security lanes, and not expanding the bag
claim hall. Therefore, it is the most cost-effective alternative. Alternatives One and Four result in midrange costs. Alternatives Two and Five likely are the most expensive, with all the concourse area
being moved to the second floor of the terminal building.
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Preferred Terminal Concept Selection
Terminal Concept 5 was selected as the preferred alternative following review by the Airport and Master
Plan Advisory Committee. Expansion of the Terminal will be a phased approach with further refinement of
facility during the design phase.
Table 4-6: Alternatives Evaluation Criteria and Results
Evaluation Criteria

1

Concourse
New construction maintains some current gates
Creates opportunity to expand concession operations
Requires circulation to second floor
Concourse exit connects directly to baggage claim
Allows for future expansion
Departure lounges provide passenger boarding bridge connection
Departure lounges provide for ground boarding
Departure lounges provide for both ground boarding and PBB
TSA Security Checkpoint
Configuration allows maximum passenger flow through TSA checkpoint
Provides adequate queueing for SSCP
Relocates current TSA offices
Allows for future expansion
Provides adequate recompose area
Recompose area connects to concourse circulation
Baggage Claim
Terminal expansion needed for expansion of baggage claim
No impact on rental car counters
Ease of wayfinding when exiting concourse
Adequate space for meeter/greeter
Circulation separates deplaning passengers from enplaning passengers
Connection to rental car
General Considerations
Minimalizes expansion, reduces project cost
Mid-point expansion, mid-range project cost
Maximizes expansion, increases project cost
Targets long term goals
Ease of phasing of additions through time
Minimum construction impact to maintain operations
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Alternatives
2
3
4

5

NON-AERONAUTICAL ALTERNATIVES
This section discusses market opportunities on properties currently available or that may become available
in the future, reflecting site conditions, market dynamics for different real estate use types, and the financial
characteristics of prospective development programs. A detailed analysis for this section describing the site
specifics of each parcel is provided in Attachment 3.

NON-AERONAUTICAL SITES EVALUATED
Fifteen non-aeronautical sites were evaluated. These parcels are predominantly zoned for light industrial
or general industrial use, except for two parcels at Terminal Loop Parkway (Table 4-7). Three of the parcels
are inside or partially inside the airport fence line, while the rest are outside (Figure 4-22 ).
Table 4-7: Rogue Valley International-Medford Airport, Non-Aeronautical Sites
Site #

Taxlot

Address

Zoning

Acreage

Airport Fence

1

362W36D141

306 Bateman Drive

G-L (General Industrial)

4.0

Outside

2

362W36D1300

~5100 Table Rock Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

~1.0

Inside

3

362W36D1300

~300 E. Vilas Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

~2.0

Inside

4

5 tax lots

N Runway Drive

G-L (General Industrial)

4.7

Inside-Partial

5

371W062702

Crater Lake Highway

I-L (Light Industrial)

38.1

Outside

6

371W062401

Biddle Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

16.5

Inside

7

371W07402

East Airport property

I-L (Light Industrial)

11.2

Inside

8

371W07400

1000 Terminal Loop Pky 12

I-L (Light Industrial)

~7.5

Outside

9

371W07400

1000 Terminal Loop Pky 12

C-C (Community Comm.)

~1.0

Outside

10

371W07400

1000 Terminal Loop Pky 12

C-R (Regional Comm.)

~7.8

Outside

11

371W18BB3200

Biddle Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

1.6

Outside

371W18A4200;
371W18DB100
372W01D800;
372W01D100
372W01D800;
372W01D100

Between Whittle Ave. and
Corona Ave.

I-L (Light Industrial)

47.1

Outside

Biddle Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

~2.0

Outside

Biddle Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

~11.5

Outside

372W01A9000

131 NW Shulz Road

I-L (Light Industrial)

3.6

Outside

12
13
14
15
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NON-AERONAUTICAL FACILITIES, RECOMMENDATIONS
A financial evaluation of potential redevelopment options has been prepared for the sites. Given the
hypothetical nature of the programs evaluated, they are necessarily simplified, and many of the variables
that substantively impact financial feasibility are rough estimates. This is particularly true of the construction
cost estimates, with construction costs highly variable and increasing rapidly over the last several years.
Table 4-8 is a summary of key variables that impact project viability.
Table 4-8:

Project Viability Key Variables
Factor
Comments
The income assumptions used in the model are based on the market work
Achievable Lease Rates completed in the Medford area. Within a single market, lease rates are
highly dependent upon program characteristics and location.
Construction cost assumptions reflect recent project experience.
Construction costs have been highly volatile in recent years, with the
Construction Costs
market experiencing significant increases. In addition, alternative
development forms have substantially different costs.

DEVELOPMENT PROTOTYPES
When evaluating the viability and likely form of development, residual land value is calculated using an
assumed development program. The residual land value represents the maximum supportable acquisition
value that a development can support while still generating an adequate return. Residual property budget
reflects the maximum supportable acquisition price for a site, and that the actual market clearing price would
typically be lower than the residual property budget assuming a competitive market and multiple alternative
sites. In other words, residual land value reflects the maximum amount that a developer could pay for a site
and still make a profit. If a site can be acquired for a lower amount that allows for the same program, the
lower value represents the market clearing price.

pay for acquisition
of a site based on what the program is worth at completion, and then deduct development costs and the
profit necessary to justify the risk inherent in development. The value of the project must be balanced by
the development costs. To the extent that overall costs (including profit) are greater than the value of the
property, then the project is not viable.
This analysis addresses a total of seven prototypical developments (summarized in Table 4-9 ) viewed as
prospective options for the non-aeronautical sites.
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Table 4-9: Prototype Development Evaluation
Prototype
Limited Service Hotel
Mid-Rise Office/Surface Parking
Low-Rise Office/Surface Parking
Retail/Commercial
Manufacturing
Warehouse/Distribution
Multi-Tenant Flex

Comments
A limited service hotel typically does not include features such as
a full-service restaurant.
This type of development is typically 2-4 story construction, with
interior corridor and surface parking.
Single story construction with surface parking.
Single story retail, either single user or multi-tenant.
Often purpose-built structures for a specific manufacturing
process.
High-cube space with dock-height doors.
Single story concrete tilt-up structures, often with at-grade dock
doors in the rear.

These are common development forms in the Medford market. Figure 4-23: is a summary of the general
economic characteristics of these development forms.
The commercial uses tend to support higher residual land values, while the industrial uses generally support
lower land values. The commercial uses have a higher level of locational requirements, most for access
and visibility. As noted in the analysis in Chapter 3 Facility Requirements-Attachment 2, the demand
relative to supply for commercial land is significantly greater than that for industrial properties. As a result,
commercial properties with appropriate characteristics are expected to command pricing closer to the
residual property value than industrial properties.
While the analysis generates a residual value based on fee simple ownership of the property, a land lease
is likely going to be the preferred disposition option for the Airport.
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Figure 4-23: Summary of Prospective Program Prototypes
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SUMMARY OF SITE ALTERNATIVES
The 15 sites evaluated represent just under 170 acres of property for non-aeronautical uses, with zoning
that is largely industrial except for sites nine and ten. The combined, estimated, supportable residual land
value for the sites ranges from $21.8 to $39.8 million, assuming the sites are available for fee simple
purchase. Table 4-10 summarizes the potential revenues for each site.
Table 4-10:

Summary of Indicated Values and Potential Revenues

All Sites

While residual land values are useful to establish guidelines for valuation, they typically exceed actual
market clearing land values, particularly in a market with a high level of alternative supply. This is the case
for retail commercial uses.
Residual land values were converted to annual lease rates using a return on value approach. Estimates for
assumed rates of return are based on a range of assumptions from 5 percent to 9.5 percent. The rate of
return on a land lease should generally reflect the cost of debt, which has been quite low in the last decade.
This assessment indicates initial annual land lease revenues for the portfolio evaluated ranging from $1.1
to $3.8 million.
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Limiting property disposition to a land lease can sharply limit the market that will have interest in these
properties. It is important that any lessee can control the property for an adequate time to cover amortization
and generate an adequate return on their investment if the full value of the property is to be realized. In
general, land leased property tends to trade at a discount vis-à-vis traditional fee simple land as a result of
a limited market and the truncated return period. FAA grant assurances related to how property was
acquired and depicted on the ALP need to be considered when evaluating property sale.

AUTO PARKING AND SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
Over the next 20 years, enplanements at MFR are projected to double, from half a million in the base year
of 2018, to one million in 2040. While the relationship between enplanements and parking demand is not
entirely linear, an increase in enplanements generally results in an increase in parking demand. By 2040,
MFR is projected to need 1,256 more parking spaces to accommodate parking demand from various user
groups including short-term, long-term, rental car users, and employees. Table 4-11: shows the projected
parking needs of each user group. Projections showing that in the 20-year planning period, long-term
parking and employee parking will have the highest need for parking.
Table 4-11:
Year
2018
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040

Future Parking Needs Projections
Short-Term

Long-Term

Rental Car1,2

97
105
127
153
173
189

1,231
1,282
1,535
1,832
2,088
2,280

281
281
302
325
349
375

Employee1,2

Total Demand
343
343
377
415
457
503

1,952
2,011
2,341
2,725
3,067
3,347

Notes:
1 Each five-year projection period assumes an annual growth rate of 1.5 percent (rental car) and 2 percent (employee), noncompounding.
2 The needs projections assume that existing facilities (281 stalls for rental car and 343 stalls for employees) are currently sufficient
and remain sufficient through fiscal Year 2020.

Total parking demand through 2040 is 3,347 spaces. However, MFR currently has a supply of 2,091
spaces; therefore, the gap between existing supply and future supply is 1,256 spaces. Figure 4-24: shows
the existing site plan and parking space allocations by user group.
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Table 4-12:

Projected Surplus (+) / Deficit (-) by User Group

Short-Term

Long-Term

Rental Car

Employee

Total

Year

2018
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040

222
222
222
222
222
222

+125
+117
+95
+69
+49
+33

1,245
1,245
1,245
1,245
1,245
1,245

+14
-37
-290
-590
-843
-1,035

281
281
281
281
281
281

0
0
-21
-44
-68
-94

343
343
343
343
343
343

0
0
-34
-72
-114
-160

2,091
2,091
2,091
2,091
2,091
2,091

+139
+80
-250
-637
-976
-1,256

Table 4-12: shows the projected surplus (+) or deficit (-) of spaces between the existing supply and
projected needs up to 2040 by user group. As shown, the total parking deficit projected in 2040 is 1,256
spaces; of those, long-term customer parking represents the biggest portion of the deficit with 1,035 spaces,
while short-term customer parking is projected to have a surplus of 33 spaces.
Many airports have some operational flexibility for how they accommodate rental car and employee parking.
Rental car agencies, for example, often operate on a lease arrangement with the airport as an outside
business entity and many airports choose to accommodate them off airport property rather than on-site.
Similarly, on-site employee parking tends to be offered at regional and smaller airports, with larger airports
parking their employees and staff almost exclusively off-site and enacting transportation demand
management programs to encourage employees to carpool or take public transit. As such, addressing the
parking needs for rental car operations and employees can include operational solutions rather than solely
building additional parking.

PARKING SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES
Several parking supply alternatives address the projected deficit of parking spaces. Two alternatives
explore parking supply expansion through parking structures, and another alternative explores parking
supply expansion via surface lots. While expansion is likely to be needed at some point in the future,
operational solutions that can mitigate parking deficits in the interim are also explored.

No-Build Alternatives
Valet and Attendant Assist Parking
One way of increasing parking capacity without building additional supply is to implement a valet and/or
attendant assist program. Valet operations are best employed in settings where an enhanced level of
customer service is desired, or in parking operations where an operator or owner needs to optimize use of
limited parking. In the case of MFR, the optimization of existing parking facilities and increased customer
service can help the airport address the parking needs of its user groups.
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Valet parking is defined by the use of a single drop off and pick up point for customer vehicles. Placing the
valet stand at the terminal and using one of the lots closest to the terminal to stage vehicles allows for the
best customer service, reducing both the walking distance to the terminal and the vehicle retrieval times.
Upon returning, travelers call from the arrival gate to have their vehicle waiting for them.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
Implementation of TDM strategies, which lower parking demand among employees, can reduce demand
on existing lots, freeing capacity for other users. Shifting employees to alternative modes of transportation
allows MFR to recapture some employee spaces for customer use.
Incentives are critical to success for many TDM programs, and if employees are incentivized to shift their
mode of travel, the key to retaining them in TDM programs is to provide support services. Among the
potential TDM tactics proposed for implementation at MFR are:
Carpools:
Using personal vehicles with two or more employees
Providing reserved spaces and a lower monthly price for employees who carpool
Vanpools:
Providing via a contracted service with up to 15 people per van.
Providing a central location to meet or individual pick up. The driver is typically an employee
participating in the vanpool.
Providing preferential, reserved spaces, and/or a lower monthly price to incentivize employees to
carpool
Transit:
Providing Rogue Valley Transportation District (RVTD) service to the airport, can pay for employee
transit passes to incentivize them to use transit
Increase the Price of Permits:
Increasing the price for permits to encourage employees to shift to non-single occupancy vehicle
(SOV) modes of travel to work, assuming the alternative transportation options are available
TDM programs
safety net for commuters who leave their personal vehicles at home. The following are support services
that MFR can explore:
Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) - Provides rides to employees in the event of an emergency, paid for
by MFR
Carsharing - A few vehicles are available to employees on-site to use for mid-day trips
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Park & Ride Lots - Official places to meet for transit or carpools
Ride-Matching - Provided by third-party service to connect potential carpool and vanpool participants

Parking Rates Strategies
An effective way of managing parking demand is by utilizing pricing to shift demand to and from different
parking areas and transportation modes. A demand-based pricing model is one tool available. Demand
based pricing starts with a target occupancy goal, then adjusts prices to meet that goal. For example, if the
goal is 90 percent occupancy in customer parking areas, then the price should be adjusted to achieve that
percentage. That means the price goes up if levels are above 90 percent to discourse some users from
parking, and goes down if levels are less than 90 percent to encourage users to park so that the 90 percent
occupancy can be achieved or maintained.
One area suitable for implementing this strategy is the short-term lot. If current supply and operational
tactics remain unchanged, short-term parking is projected to have a surplus throughout the planning horizon
(2040), while long-term parking is projected to experience deficits as early as 2020. Adjusting the prices to
be closer between short-term parking and long-term parking could entice enough customers to begin use
short-term parking more regularly, and thereby reduce the surplus spaces.
Parking prices should be reviewed and adjusted quarterly to achieve target occupancies. Additionally,
parking rate strategies can be used to entice customers to continue parking at the airport. One example is
Details can vary, but the essential draw is that the customer
cost is reduced if they pay to park a certain number of times.

Automated Parking Guidance System (APGS)
An APGS is an information network that provides parking availability and directional guidance to motorists
at key decision points on their way to and/or through a parking facility or facilities. An APGS tracks the
number of occupied spaces and displays the number of available spaces on dynamic signage and/or mobile
apps. It can span multiple parking facilities and integrate with roadway wayfinding signs. Additionally, an
APGS may also incorporate value-added features such as license plate recognition (LPR)

Am APGS can increase the use of supply that may otherwise be regularly unused, effectively increasing
capacity and customer service. APGSs are popular at large and medium hub airports and are starting to
gain popularity with small hub airports like MFR.
There are four levels of APGS:
Facility Count - Applicable to parking structures or surface lots
Level Count and/or Zone Count - Applicable to parking structures
Single (Individual) Space Count - Applicable in parking structures
Hybrids of the three
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Single-space APGS applications add a cost premium (roughly $500-$600 per stall) for new design.
However, in some applications, sonar-based, loop-detection, or camera-based systems can be installed at
a facility level at a much lower price-point.
Once demand is high enough to warrant building additional capacity, MFR has numerous options to expand
supply. Expansion will require examining build options such as parking structures and surface lots. The
alternatives proposed all contain phasing options to build as needed.

ALTERNATIVE ONE
For this analysis, three alternatives are presented, the first of which is a parking structure. Alternative One
expands parking supply via a new parking structure, reallocation of user groups, and re-striping of existing
lots. The new structure is built on the existing short-term lot and portions of the long-term lot located directly
in front of the terminal. The structure has four levels above ground and a mix of user groups, but it is clear
of Part 77 surfaces. Level 1 includes 201 spaces for short-term parking and 250 for rental car parking. A
surface lot allocated to rental car parking is adjacent to the structure on the south side and has 130 spaces.
Levels 2 through 4 have 1,420 spaces for long-term parking. In total, the new structure contains 1,871
spaces.
The remaining surface lot parking supply undergoes the following changes:
The former rental car lot becomes an employee lot.
The north employee lot is divided into 100 spaces for long-term parking and about 90 spaces for
employees separated by access gates.
The eastern portion of the current north employee lot is redesigned to contain eight spaces for
transportation network company (TNC) pick-ups. The stall design allows for a pull-through method
so that vehicles pull nose-in and nose-out, making for safer and more efficient passenger loading.
Long-term surface parking will have a loss of 35 spaces and will be re-striped to accommodate the
new parking structure footprint.
In all, the new parking supply across the airport property under Alternative One is 3,374 spaces. As
discussed previously, the projected total parking space need in 2040 is 3,347 spaces. As such, Alternative
One results in a surplus of 27 spaces. Table 4-13 shows the user group allocations under Alternative One.
The table shows a surplus of spaces with the short-term, long-term and employee user groups,
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Table 4-13:
Map
ID
1
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative One

Parking User Group Allocations

Parking Facility
Level 1 (New)
Levels 2-4 (New)
Rental Car Lot (New)
Long-Term Lot
Employee Lot (former Rental)
S. Employee Lot
N. Employee Lot
Total
Future Need (2040)
Surplus / Deficit (+/-)

ShortTerm
201
201
189
+12

LongTerm
1,420
735
100
2,255
2,280
-25

Rental
Car
250
130
380
375
+5

Employee
290
123
90
503
503
0

Total
451
1,420
130
770
290
123
190
3,374
3,347
+27

Figure 4-25: shows the Alternative One Site Plan and the parking allocation throughout the MFR property.
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Other features of Alternative One are:
Entering and exiting of the different user groups into and out of the parking structure.
Incorporating signage along Terminal Loop Parkway to direct motorists to their respective entry.
There is an exclusive entrance and exit for short-term, rental car, and long-term parking.
Moving the rental car counter to the new parking structure and expanding to about 2,500± square
feet, an increase of about 1,000 square feet.
Relocating the RVTD bus stop to the current TNC pick-up and Ace Parking area, both of which are
removed to make space for RVTD passenger loading and unloading.
Alternative One can be built in phases, which allows MFR to monitor and assess long-term trends in parking
demand that may occur as a result of TNCs and autonomous vehicle adoption. Planning for an expansion
to the parking supply gives
overbuilding. The following phasing is recommended:
By 2030:
Build phase one of the parking structure, adding 1,027 long-term parking spaces.
Include short-term parking in the first level of the structure, 201 spaces.
Move rental cars into the structure, 250 spaces.
Create the new rental car surface lot adjacent to the structure, 130 spaces.
Move north employees into the former rental car lot.
Divide the north employee lot to include long-term parking, 100 spaces.
By 2040:
Build phase two of the parking structure, adding 393 long-term parking spaces.
Figure 4-26: and Figure 4-27: show the Alternative One parking structure levels with proposed phasing.
Phase one (2030) is represented by the white area, and phase two (2040), by the gray shaded area.
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Figure 4-26: Alternative One Parking Structure Levels 1 and 2
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Figure 4-27: Alternative One Parking Structure Levels 3 and 4
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ALTERNATIVE TWO
Alternative Two expands parking supply through a parking structure. While this alternative also calls for a
reallocation of user groups and re-striping of existing lots, the new parking structure is located 300 feet
away from the terminal building to adhere to a security buffer that may be implemented by TSA at any time
to mitigate the threat of an attack on the terminal using explosives in a parked car. When this buffer is in
effect, no private vehicles may park within 300 feet of the terminal. An advantage of having the parking
structure 300 feet away from the terminal is that parking operations need not be altered if the TSA enacts
the 300-foot buffer.
Alternative Two includes a four-level parking structure, clear of FAR Part 77 surfaces, that incorporates a
mix of user groups. Level 1 includes 385 spaces for rental car parking and 106 spaces for long-term parking.
Levels 2 through 4 include 1,629 spaces for long-term parking. In total, the new structure contains 2,125
spaces.
The remaining surface lot parking supply undergoes the following changes:
The former rental car lot becomes an employee lot.
The north employee lot is divided to include 100 spaces for long-term parking and about 90 spaces
for employees separated by access gates.
The eastern portion of the current north employee lot includes a carve out, redesigned to contain
eight spaces for TNC pick-ups. The stall design allows for a pull-through method so that vehicles pull
nose-in and nose-out, making for safer and more efficient passenger loading.
Long-term surface parking remains relatively unchanged in terms of its location and surrounds the
new structure with reoriented striping to accommodate the new parking structure footprint.
In all, the new parking supply across the airport property under Alternative Two is 3,386 spaces. As
discussed previously, the projected total parking space need in 2040 is 3,347± spaces. As such, Alternative
Two results in a surplus of 39± spaces, 12 more than Alternative One. Table 4-14 shows the user group
allocations under Alternative Two. The long-term parking has the highest surplus of spaces and is also
projected to need the most spaces throughout the planning period.
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Table 4-14:
Map
ID
1
1
2
3
4
5
6

Alternative Two

Parking User Group Allocations

Parking Facility
Level 1 (New)
Levels 2-4 (New)
Short-Term Lot
Long-Term Lot
Employee Lot (former Rental)
S. Employee Lot
N. Employee Lot
Total
Future Need (2040)
Surplus / Deficit (+/-)

ShortTerm
203
203
189
+14

LongTerm
106
1,639
455
100
2,300
2,280
+20

Rental
Car
380
385
375
+5

Employee

Total

290
123
90
503
503
0

Figure 4-28: shows the Alternative Two Site Plan and parking allocation throughout MFR property.
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486
1,639
203
455
290
123
190
3,386
3,347
+39
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Other features of Alternative Two are:
There are exclusive entries and exits for each of the different user groups into and out of the parking
structure.
Signage will need to be incorporated along Terminal Loop Parkway to direct motorists to their
respective entry. There is a dedicated entrance and exit each for short-term, rental car, and longterm parking.
The rental car counter moves to the new parking structure and expands to about 2,500± square feet,
an increase of about 1,000 square feet from current counter size.
The RVTD bus stop is relocated to the current TNC pick-up and Ace Parking area, both of which are
removed to make space for RVTD passenger loading and unloading.
Alternative Two can be built all at once, or in phases like Alternative One. The following phasing is
recommended.
By 2030:
Build phase one of the parking structure, adding 1,385 long-term parking spaces.
Move rental cars into the structure, 380 spaces.
Re-stripe the long-term surface lot adjacent to the structure, 455 spaces.
Move north employees into the former rental car lot.
Divide the north employee lot to include long-term parking, 100 spaces.
By 2040:
Build phase two of the parking structure, adding 360 long-term parking spaces.
Figure 4-29: and Figure 4-30: show the Alternative Two parking structure levels with proposed phasing.
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Figure 4-29: Alternative Two Parking Structure Levels 1 and 2
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Figure 4-30: Alternative Two Parking Structure Levels 3 and 4
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ALTERNATIVE THREE
Alternative Three expands parking supply through surface lots. In this alternative, existing surface lots
generally remain intact, remote parking lots are added, and user groups are reallocated to different parking
areas.
In this alternative, 1,348 new surface lot spaces are added: 375 in a new remote lot for rental cars located
next to the existing rental car quick-turnaround (QTA) facility, 270 in a newly paved area for long-term
parking located in the current overflow lot, 200 in a long-term lot adjacent to a new potential hotel site, and
503 in a remote employee lot west of Biddle Road across from the airport proper.
Alternative Three changes include:
Rental cars move out of their current lot and into a remote lot next to the existing QTA area. This
move includes bringing the counters from inside the terminal to this new remote lot, effectively
creating a consolidated rent-a-car facility. The creation of a shuttle route transfers customers from
the rental car remote lot to the terminal.
Employee parking moves to a remote lot west of Biddle Road. This requires acquiring a parcel and
running a shuttle between the lot and the terminal.
The former rental car lot is redesigned to accommodate TNC pick-ups, rental car shuttle pick-ups
and drop-offs, and a valet staging area that increases the customer parking capacity of the lot. The
TNC pick-up area design allows for a pull-through method for safer and more efficient passenger
loading. The proximity of the valet staging area to the terminal facilitates quick retrievals.
Long-term surface parking remains relatively unchanged but adds the two former employee lots, a
new lot near the future hotel site (south of the property), and newly paved spaces where the current
overflow parking lot sits. Paving of the long-term overflow lot entails a re-paving of the FBO parking,
resulting in increased parking for FBOs.
In total, the new parking supply under Alternative Three is 3,367 spaces. As discussed previously, the
projected total parking space need in 2040 is 3,347± spaces. As such, Alternative Three results in a surplus
of 20± spaces. Table 4-15 shows the user group allocations under Alternative Three.
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Table 4-15:
Map
ID

Alternative Three

Parking User Group Allocations
ShortTerm

Parking Facility

LongTerm

Rental
Car

Employee

Total

1

Short-Term Lot

222

-

-

-

222

2

Long-Term Lot

-

1,277

-

-

1,277

3

Long-Term Lot (former N. Emp.)

-

234

-

-

234

4

Long-Term Lot (former Overflow)

-

200

-

-

200

5

Long-Term Lot (former S. Emp.)

-

109

-

-

109

6

Long-Term Lot (New)

-

270

-

-

270

7

Valet Lot (former Rental)

-

177

-

-

177

8

Rental Car Lot (New Remote)

-

-

375

-

375

9

Employee Lot (New Remote)

-

-

-

503

503

Total

222

2,267

375

503

3,367

Future Need (2040)

189

2,280

375

503

3,347

Surplus / Deficit (+/-)

+33

-13

0

0

+20

Notes: Not shown in the table are 185± FBO spaces.

Figure 4-31: shows the Alternative Three Site Plan with the allocation of parking throughout MFR property.
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Other features of Alternative Three are:
The former rental car lot serves as a hub for TNC drop-offs and pick-ups, removing drop-off activity
from the terminal.
A new valet lot provides a higher tier of customer parking and increases capacity without having to
build additional parking. However, an increase in operating costs is expected. To encourage use of
the new valet parking, implement demand-based pricing, upgrade the stalls with shade covering (like
solar panels), and offer ancillary services such as complimentary bag drop.
The creation of three new shuttle routes moves users from the remote lots (rental car, economy, and
employee) to the terminal.
The rental car counter moves to the new parking structure and expands to about 2,500± square feet,
an increase of about 1,000 square feet from current counter size.
The RVTD bus stop relocates to the current TNC pick-up and airport community enthusiasts (CE)
Parking area, both of which are removed to make space for RVTD passenger loading and unloading.
The recommended phasing for Alternative Three is below.
By 2030:
Re-pave the current overflow lot and FBO parking to increase capacity of long-term parking to 200
spaces.
Move rental car lot out to a newly paved lot adjacent to the QTA and run a shuttle between rental car
lot and the terminal.
Pave and stripe a lot next to the new hotel site and move employee parking there for 270± spaces.
Move north employees and south employees into the former rental car lot and implement attendant
assist as needed to fit as many as 177 stacked vehicles. TDM can be implemented to reduce
employee parking demand.
Utilize the north and south employee lots as long-term parking.
Increase the price of long-term parking to shift demand onto the short-term lot.
Acquire a remote parcel and create a long-term economy lot. Run a shuttle between the new
economy lot and the terminal.

PARKING SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES COMPARISON
All three alternatives presented above accomplish the supply objective, which is to expand capacity to meet
the projected parking needs under future conditions in 2040. All alternatives are also scalable if growth
occurs more rapidly or slowly than projected. These options are not mutually exclusive, meaning that MFR
could combine elements and features of each.
In general, the relative weighing of each option depends on which criteria is most important to MFR and its
stakeholders. The structured alternatives reduce walk distance and provide a higher level of customer
convenience, but they are more expensive to build per stall than a surface lot. The surface lot alternatives
will require shuttle service, which comes with vehicle purchase, operation, and maintenance costs, and will
require MFR to contract the service out or to hire additional employees.
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These additional costs make the annual cost of a surface lot greater than that of a parking structure on a
per space basis. Customer convenience decreases when passengers cannot walk to their vehicle and need
to rely on shuttle service. Table 4-16 compares the three alternatives.
Table 4-16:

2040 Parking Expansion Alternatives Matrix
Category

Net new parking spaces
Total number of spaces in 2040
Cost per space (low to high)1
Cost for new facilities (low to high) 1
Projected annualized cost per space
Annual operating and maintenance
costs per space

Alternative Parking Structures
1
2
3
1,431
1,665
1,233
3,374
3,386
3,367
$17,000 - $22,000 $17,000 - $22,000
$4,000 - $5,000
$32-$41 Million
$36-$47 Million
$5-$7 Million2
$2,000 - $3,000
$2,000 - $3,000
$450 - $850
$740

$740

$1,1003

Notes: 1All cost figures shown are rough order of magnitude (ROM) projections. Note that the numbers may change once a full
feasibility/financial study is conducted.
2
Property acquisition costs are not included.
3
The annual cost to operate the two shuttle routes may be up to $1.5 million. This assumes peak hour headways of 8 minutes
for rental route and 10 minutes for the employee route. Final costs will be agreed upon with the operator.

The matrix above shows that of the three alternatives, Alternative Two provides the largest surplus of
parking capacity, but it is also the most expensive to build. The variance between the Alternative One and
Two construction cost is the number of parking spaces provided and the efficiency of those spaces. In this
case, Alternative Two provides 254 more spaces than Alternative One, and while Alternative Two has a
more efficient layout (340 square feet per space), the supply of that many more spaces ultimately makes
Alternative Two more costly. The least expensive option is Alternative Three; however, this alternative
requires acquiring a new parcel and implementing shuttle routes to move people from remote lots to the
terminal, which results in a higher per space annual operating cost. Table 4-17 shows opportunities and
challenges of each of the three alternatives.
Table 4-17:

Opportunities and Challenges of Each Alternative

Alternatives
Alternative One
Parking Structure

Opportunities
The highest level of service for rental car
customers.
Improved level of service for long-term
customers.
All user groups can be accommodated on
the current site.

Challenges
Higher cost to construct than surface
lots.
Represents significant sunk cost.
Located within 300 ft. from the terminal,
need TSA approved plan.

Alternative Two
Parking Structure

Same opportunities as Alternative One.
Has a higher supply of parking spaces.
Located 300 feet away from the terminal,
adherence to 300-foot TSA rule.

Higher cost to construct than surface
lots.
Represents significant sunk cost.
Lower level of service than Alternative
One, further from the terminal.

Alternative Three
Surface Parking

Lowest capital cost.
Lower maintenance costs.
Flexible.

Requires land acquisition.
Lower level of service for rental and
employees due to required shuttles.
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CIRCULATION AND ROADWAY CONSIDERATIONS
Based on prior analysis, no additional lane capacity is needed for Terminal Loop Parkway to accommodate
2040 traffic levels. The demand projections assume full utilization of the terminal curb by private vehicles,
and the existing security parking spaces and RVTD bus stop are to be relocated. The projection of future
level of service conditions assumes that operationally, the curb is utilized as efficiently as possible. This
means that monitoring of vehicle length of stay is occurring at the curb, and that the entirety of the available
curb is being used. This also means that during peak periods vehicles are being directed into available curb
space to allow for maximum use of the existing curb, and that when vehicles are parked for too long they
are told to move and /or are issued a citation to ensure maximum access and efficiency at the curb.
Citations, should be a matter of last resort assuming that adherence to curb policy is lacking.

Preferred Terminal Parking Alternative
Alternative Two was selected as the preferred alternative based on the criteria that it satisfies the TSA
300-foot rule. The parking structure is designed with a buffer from the front of the terminal. While more
expensive than the other alternatives, Alternative Two can be implemented in phases to reduce initial capital
costs. Co-locating rental cars with long-term parking allows the rental car customer facility charges to be
used to pay for the structure.

SUMMARY
The improvement alternatives assessment evaluates ways that MFR can meet the 20-year facility
requirements through capital projects. The preferred improvement alternatives will be used for land use
analysis, the capital improvement plan, and the ALP. MFR will move forward with environmental permitting,
financial planning, and design for near-term improvement projects, and long-term projects will be assigned
trigger points to indicate when demand warrants design and construction. A summary of the preferred
improvement alternatives is summarized below.
Parallel Runway 14L/32R Alternative One
An IALS on Runway End 32
ARFF Facility Alternative Three
General Aviation Central Apron Alternative Two
Passenger Terminal Alternative Five
Parking Alternative Two

Structured Parking Located 300 feet from the terminal building

The preferred development concept, shown in Figure 4-32: depicts the projects that will be carried forward
onto the capital improvement plan, the implementation plan, and the airport layout plan. Challenges
associated with implementation, such as environmental permitting and funding constraints, will be
addressed in these sections.
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